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Apparatus for the Detection of Piezoelectric Coupling 
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~n apparatus for the i~vestigation of the piezoelectric coupling in granular powders is 
desc:·l!)ed. The a pparat us IS based on the method of Giebc and Schcibe but employs the 
senSIt Ive detectJOn an d r ecordll1g methods commonly employed in the study of nuclear 
quadrupole reso nan ces . Some sample r ecorder traces are shown. The traces indicate that 
t he apparat us is a workable quali tative tool with at least the possibility of some quantitative 
usefulness] 

1. Appara tus for the Detection of Piezo
electric Coupling 

The standard method used for the qualitative 
de termination of the presence of piezoelectric cou-

) pIing in small crystals is that of Giebe and Scheibe 
[1, 2, 3V In this method a sensitive oscilla tor is 
tuned over a frequency ranO'e in the short wave band. 
A small test capacitor is filled with the sample and 
put in parallel with the tuning condenser. 

When the oscillator frequency passes the mechani
cal resonance frequency of a grain of the material 
under test the grain is momentarily excited by 
piezoelectric coupling to the oscillating field and 
energy is absorbed by the grain from the oscillator. 
The oscillator output is monitored by a detector and 
a pair of earphones which register the resonances as 
clicks. This method of detecting is rather cumber
some, of limited sensitivity and inherently difficult 
to use quantitatively. 

In recent years interest in radiofrequency spectros
copy has led to a number of simple and sensitive 

c. instruments for the detection and measurement of 
min u te absorptions of radiofrequency energies which 
could very well be used for the study of weakly 

j piezoelectric substances. 
Livingston [4] noted that the apparn,tus used by 

him to study the pure nuclear quadrupole resonance 
of CI in sodium chlorate regis tered spurious signals 
at various frequencies which he interpreted as piezo
electric responses of grains of the substance under 
s tudy in the coil of the oscillator. The stray electric 
fields across the coil of his oscillator presum ably 
cn,used the response of the grains. 

I Figures ill brackets indicate the literature r~fe renres at the end of this paper. 
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Havin g observed this effect independently during 
a study o~ nucl~ar quadrupole resonn,nces, we pro
ceeded. to lIlvestlgate the response of our equipment 
to grams placed, as in the method of Giebe and 
Scheibe, in a small capacitor. We found that this 
combination of the Giebe and Scheibe method with 
technique commonly employed in nuclear resonance 
studies does indeed result in a very sensitive detector 
for piezoelectric coupling. . 
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F I GU RE 1. Block diagram of apparatus. 
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2 . Descriptions of Apparatus 

A block diagram of our apparatus is given in 
figure l. The oscillator, a 5AF4 triode, is arranged 
as a superregener fLtive detector wi th a qu ench 
frequ ency of appro.'l.im fLtely 30 kc/s. Three indi
vidual capfLcitol's m ake up the capaci t~tn ce in the 
tank circuit. Their fun ctions fLre as follows: 

(1) A v fLriable tuning capacitor driven by a small 
clock motor allows the cen tel' frequency to be swept 
slowly over a range of about 1 M c/s in t he vicinity o[ 
25 M c/s ; (2) a vibrating capacitor m ade out of a 
sm all loudspeaker modulatcs the frequency of the 
oscillator by a maximum of about 10 kc/s from the 
instan taneous cen ter frequency. The modulating 
frequency is 50 c/s. ; (3) fin ally , a small test capacitor 
(shown in fig. 2) holds the sfLmple under test. 

If the cen ter frequency o[ t he oscillator coincides 
with the mechanical reson fLnce frequency of fL gr ain 
the oscilhttor will be loaded t wice in every complete 
cycle o[ modulation ; i. e., each time the modulation 
amplit ude is zero . This r esults in fL signfLl of t wice 
the modulation frequency a t t he oscillator plate. 
This sign al is fil tered and amplified in fL four-stage 
low noise audio amplifier. To minimize noise the 
signal is then chopped at twice the modulfLtion 
frequency and the chopped signal is integrated in an 
R C network with a long time constan t. The outpu t 
from t he in tegrating capacitor m.ay be displayed on 
a recorder after suitable amplification. 

We have m ade no attempt to analyze the recorder 
responses theoretically . Clearly the signal seen on 
the recorder fLS the frequency of the oscillator is 
slowly swep t depends on a large number of varifLbles 
such as the quench frequency of the superregenerative 
detector, t he modulation amplitude, the chopper 
phase fLS well as on the number fLnd shape of the 
grains in t he sample. It s hould be noted that the 

FIGURE 2. Sample holder. 

i response in this device does no t result from indi
vidual gr ains as in the methods of Giebe fLnd Scheibe, 
but rather from the random number of grains having 
their mechanical r eson ances near the instan taneous 
center frequency. This is because the modulation 
frequency is much larger t han the width of each 
grain 's mechanical resonance response. The signal 
t o sample size relationship ther efor e is that of 
random Huctuations. 

3 . Results 

To test the apparatus, a number of substances 
listed in r eference 2 as having weak or very weak 
coupling were tried and the resulting tr acks are 
shown in figure 3. Substances for which the cou-
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F I GURE 3a. R ecorder responses versus f requency for substances 
placed in the tes t capacitor. 

The LOP trace in figu re 3b shows the background . 

NOS AMP L E --'lll51l'-

AMMONI UM TA RT RATE .J"Q6'O\-

F I GUR E 3b. Recorder response versus fre qu ency with material 
in the coil of the oscillator. 
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o NO SAMPLE 

80 18 0 f-L 

140 100 f-L 

170 
9 0 f-L 

230 5 3f-L 

: 0 Me/s -~- ----~-------.... 30.1 Mets 

FIC:URI'; 4. Hecol'der res jJonse versus f requency as a f u nction 
of grain si ze faT NaCI0 3• 

Tho numbers 0 11 the right""HfC sieve Ilulll bcrs. 
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pIing is very strong as seen by this device are"tbest 
tested in the coil since the stro ng signals otherwise 
saturate the amplifier. The traces for potassium 
iodate and ammonium tartrate in figure 3 were 
obtained in this way. 

For other materials, in particular barium nitrate 
and dibasic ammoniunl citrate, no tracks were seen. 

Potassium iodate is listed by Mason as having no 
coupling. In this material phase changes were fu'st 
discovered by H ettich , [5] using the method of Giebe 
and Scheibe, and, more recently, both the piezo
electric and nuclear quadrupole characteristics of 
this material were investigated by Herlach, [61 who 
also discovered its ferro-electric properties. 

For such work the method described here would 
seem ideal, first, because nuclear quadrupole equip
ment is available and can be used with minor ch anges 
for the investigation of pi ezoelectric coupling and 
seco ndly because the recorder traces may be evalu
ated in a semiqu antitative way as regards the strength 
of tbe coupling. Figure 4, for instance, shows the 
effect of selecting grain size at equal settings. 

The author is indebted to M. Greenspan a nd L. 
Bennett for advice, and to Van Johnson for sugges
tions co ncernin g the electronics. 
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